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Instagram: rachelluciegregg 
Website:   

https://www.rachelgregg.com/ 
 

Rachel was the recipient of the 2019 Ian Wilson 

Memorial Fellowship awarded by the May Gibbs Children’s 

Literature Trust. Her picture book Moon Sailors, written by 

Naomi Woodward and illustrated by Rachel, comes out on 1 

October 2022 with Ford St Publishing. 

I am an emerging picture book illustrator living in a tiny cottage 

with two humans, four dogs, two cats, and a rather old house 

spider called Beatrice, in Exeter, NSW, Gundungurra Country.  

I work predominantly in pencil and watercolour. Wild places and 

animals of every kind inspire me, and this is often expressed in my work.  

I am also a wildlife rescuer, photographer, 

singer, actor, and drama teacher, creating and 

directing plays and short films for children. 

For the cover illustration, I wanted to play with 

the somewhat amusing relationship that exists 

between our animal companions, and to 

combine that with just how dearly we love 

them.  

To achieve this, I drew the dogs, cat, and books 

in pencil, then using photoshop. I layered these 

with photographic elements, resulting in a 

digitally collaged wall of portraits. 

 I also made up some titles that identified with 

the theme and used various fonts to add these 

to the spines of the books. 

 Perhaps, you can create your own stories and illustrations about kindness too! 

 I wonder what your titles would be… 

https://www.rachelgregg.com/
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https://www.cbcansw.org.au/kids-corner 

with books and trailers and hints and KC4KC  

to get involved with CBCA Book Week. 

Thanks to Rachel for getting us into the right FRAME of mind to catch up with 

amazing new books to read, write, share and care about. Watch out for Ms Kitty 

and for Morrie.  
   

There are times when things just aren’t the best.  

Sometimes, books share the same issues we find ourselves going through. They give 

us an extra spark of encouragement, those special words, a connection with nature, 

or a better understanding of our world. 

KC for July features some of the right KIND of books to help us be KIND to ourselves 

and to others.  

Watch for the special blends of concepts, images, and language in these books. 

 
    

   

KC also shares the What’s NEW of recently published books, a chance to Write a Book 

in a Day, some extra KC4KC = Kids Comments for KIDS’ CORNER, and more. jh 

 

YOUR KIND OF KINDNESS …with thanks to Pobble 
 

TODAY- AVAGOODWUN! 

 

 

An A-Z of Y-O-U   

 

 

    THE GOOD GUYS! 

https://www.cbcansw.org.au/kids-corner
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The Collide! With the Notables, Book Trailer Competition is a creative and fun activity for readers. 
This competition offers students in years 3 -9 an opportunity to be creative, imaginative and 
adventurous in showcasing a really great story in a book trailer format. And win some great book 
prizes. https://www.cbcansw.org.au/collide-book-trailers 
 

To enter the competition, you are asked to produce a one-minute book trailer that features a book 
from the 2022 CBCA Notables list. Enjoy reading the books on the Notables list and then choose 
your favourite one to make a book trailer. 
  
When producing your book trailer remember that a book trailer is like a movie trailer, but for a 
book. You want to show others why they should read this book. 
 

 

Here’s what 
our COLLIDE! Ambassadors 
 have to say: 
 

 
 “Make sure you don't give away any secrets or the ending!” says DEB ABELA 

https://www.deborahabela.com/  .  
See more of Deb’s videos https://www.deborahabela.com/videos 
 

“For me, a book trailer is the collision point between books and motion pictures,” 
 says TRISTAN BANCKS https://www.tristanbancks.com/  
See more of Tristan’s videos https://www.tristanbancks.com/video 
 

From NATHAN LUFF http://nathanluff.com.au/ , “I always turn it into a blockbuster movie 
in my mind.” See more of Nathan’s videos https://tinyurl.com/2rxckh8j 

  
 So, get into the spirit of the 2022 CBCA Book Week theme "Dreaming with eyes open..." and 
inspire other young readers to showcase a title on the CBCA 2022 Notables List. 

 

Collide! entries are open now until July 29, 2022 

Online exhibition commences on August 5, 2022 

Winners announced - August 24, 2022  
 

https://www.cbcansw.org.au/collide-book-trailers
https://www.deborahabela.com/
https://www.deborahabela.com/videos
https://www.tristanbancks.com/
https://www.tristanbancks.com/video
http://nathanluff.com.au/
https://tinyurl.com/2rxckh8j
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Can you imagine coming to a country with none of your 
special things, such as toys and books? This is what 
has happened to the children in this photo. 
 
They have come to Australia from Ukraine with none of  
their possessions. This is because their country is 
experiencing a terrible war with Russia. 
 
The Children's Book Council, New South Wales Inc has 
come to the rescue by donating a beautiful selection of 
brand-new books for the children to take with them to read 
and enjoy. Books are part of their special welcome to 
Australia.  
 
For some of the children, these books will also be helping 
them to learn English. You can see their beautiful smiles as 
they are given the books to take away with them.sb                
          

 

Image: CANVA 

 There are times when things just aren’t the best. 

Sometimes, we find ourselves in situations that seem troublesome, 

or lonely or confusing.  Sometimes, we need extra time, or extra 

people or even a bit of magic to help out.  

Sometimes, books share the same issues we find ourselves going 

through.  

Sometimes, it may seem that picture books are just for younger 

kids.  But no matter where or who we are, sometimes, books give 

us that extra spark of encouragement, those special words, a 

connection with nature, or a better understanding of how we “fit” in a bigger world  

If your world needs some help, talk with friends, an adult who you trust, or become part of a special 

book like these…  

https://www.mappr.co/political-maps/ukraine/ 

https://www.mappr.co/political-maps/ukraine/
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 Jess has created a unique blend of information about animals and art techniques with his    

special uses of language.   

(Allen & Unwin) 

www.drawthemoon.com

 
[I'm between websites at the 

moment, but perhaps 
directing readers to my   

instagram @jessmcgeachin 
is the best place to follow me.] 

 
 

In this book you’ll find many kinds of things. Some have slippery scales, 

some have feathered wings.  
But KIND is more than type… KIND is how to care - 

For creatures that you meet and places that we share. 
 

This is a book about two types of “Kind,” the way we organise nature and how we 
treat it. In it you'll meet magnificent owls, colourful crabs and all kinds of curious 
creatures in a lyrical celebration of our natural world. 
 
As someone who grew up in museums and now works in one, I've always been 
interested in the way we categorise nature. It's both incredibly useful (who knew 
there were so many monkeys in the one family?) and yet somehow falls short in 
showing species as living things to be treated with compassion.  
 
My interests and knowledge of creatures probably came from my mum who is a 
scientific illustrator, so I’ve always been surrounded by books (and a bit of taxidermy) 
of weird and wonderful creatures. The museum is a great place to get inspiration too. 
Most of animals seem to have a natural “personality” that comes out when they’re 
drawn. Darwin’s frog, for instance, never seems to look happy so I just embraced 
that! And owls always look clever no matter how you draw them.  
 
I’m careful not to go too cute or menacing though. At the end of the day, they’ve all 
just adapted in ways to survive the best they can. 
 

http://www.drawthemoon.com/
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Kind was written during one of Melbourne's COVID lockdowns, 
at a time when many of us longed for the natural world. It was 
an anxious period, and spending hours researching incredible 
animals and environments made the world seem a little 
brighter. 
One of my favourite lines in the book, accompanied by an 
amazing cast of crabs, sums this up well - Be kind to those with 
shells, it's where they like to hide, the hardest of the surface are 
softest deep inside.  
I hope you enjoy the book and keep some kind for you… 

 

Be kind to where you live  
This tiny spinning dot, 

The perfect place in all of space 
And only home we’ve got. 

    -  Jess McGeachin 
 
 

Colin and Serena share the words, images and imagination that shape the tiny sparks of 
hope in our everyday lives’ interactions and feelings. Together, we can find and cherish 
these special moments and become part of making a bigger and brighter and better world 
for all.   

 

(Scholastic) 

www.colinbuchanan.com.au 

youtube – various 

website: www.serenageddes.com 

- Hope is a Spark is a sneaky little picture book! It’s 

sneaky because I’m not sure I really say what hope 
actually is. I think there is something special about rhyming 
words and the way they make pictures in our minds and help 
us feel those pictures. So, my book is full of precious, ordinary 
things - sunrise, springtime, cooking, oceans, whispers…and 

the way they can help us think about where we might find hope, how hope helps us 
and what it feels like.  
  

http://www.colinbuchanan.com.au/
http://www.serenageddes.com/
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Of course, I’d love readers to enjoy the words and Serena Geddes’ gorgeous 
illustrations. But it would be very special if, after reading the book and thinking about 
it, they became surprised and delighted by discovering the beauty of hope around 
them, in friendships and family and the world we share. I suppose I’m saying that I’d 
love this little book to spark hope! 
 

I’ve written quite a lot of seasonal song/story picture books with Scholastic. It all 
began with Aussie Jingle Bells and grew from there. I’ve been the funny Aussie 
Christmas and Easter guy so it’s nice to have the challenge of writing something with 
a different sort of feel. 
 

The seasons we have been through and the world we are emerging into has many 
challenges for children. I love holding up a mirror to the goodness of life and hope 
that that goodness actually inhabits our lives.  
At its best, poetry helps ordinary, familiar things become sacred. We see a deeper 
meaning in poems, a deeper way. We can find ourselves more thankful, positive and 
aware of goodness - and that can help in hard times, too. 
 

I’m hoping Serena and I can create other books like Hope is a Spark.  I wonder what 
we might come up with next…? Isn’t it fun making stuff up? I love it. It was one of my 
favourite things to do at school when I was a kid. And now I’m old enough to be a 
grandfather and it still feels like a treat!  
 

I’ve been a songwriter for 30 years. I trained as a primary school teacher, fell into a 
country music career, have been a presenter on Play School, record kids’ Christian 
music, write songs with lots of my friends and, for the last 15 years, have been a 
children’s picture book author. Aren’t I blessed? I like to say I make things up for a 
living. - Colin 

 

- My editor from Scholastic reached out last 

year about a pretty special story written by Colin 

Buchanan. I was sold on Hope is a Spark after reading 

the first few lines of the manuscript. “When it’s gloomy 

and grim, when it’s dreary and dark, be it ever so small, 

Hope is a spark!  

If I can visualise the images, it means I can create it, and 

Colin’s words are so powerful.  

I draw on the emotions I feel when reading a story. I 

look for heart, humour, sadness and joy and how best to 

capture it.  As an illustrator, I can create another layer 

to the story through the visuals and I always like to add 

something extra to my art.  
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This book didn't come without its challenges, my editor 

asked me to illustrate it digitally, something I had never 

done before. If I hadn’t stepped out of my comfort zone 

and tried something new this book would have had a 

very different look and feel. It ignited my own spark as I 

hope it does for our readers too. – Serena  

Serena Geddes is an international 

author/illustrator, ex Disney artist and a lover of 

dogs and coffee. She has illustrated over seventy 

titles including her first author/illustrated picture 

book series Rosie and Rasmus (USA)and is the illustrator of the Lulu Bell, Misty 

Inn and Pepper Creek Ponies series. Serena is currently writing and illustrating her 

first graphic novel based on a 10-year-old called Alyssa Moon. 

 No matter how big you are or aren’t, there is something special about each of us that 

contributes to the world.   Just as a wave in the ocean, a voice in a choir, or a feather on a 

wing is part of a bigger entity, each of us has something unique that makes us part of the 

bigger picture that is life. Share the togetherness.  

(UQP) 

http://www.mariaspeyer.com/ 

Instagram: @speyermaria 

Illustrations © Maria Speyer 

So often grown-ups encourage kids to be independent 

and strong individuals. Yet, all around us the world is 

made up of small things that are part of something 

bigger – like a petal on a flower or a note in a song.  

A Feather on a Wing is a story that encourages kids to 

imagine themselves in the same way – as part of a community. I think, now more 

than ever, grown-ups need to reassure kids (and maybe themselves as well) that they 

are not alone, that relying on others is not a weakness, and that being there for 

others is so very important. 

http://www.mariaspeyer.com/
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 In the story, a little girl calls into the darkness that she 

feels alone, and her older sister responds by conjuring up 

a string of metaphors for connection and community – 

from flowers in a daisy chain to waves in the water. In 

the illustrations these metaphors are woven together to 

tell a story of inclusion. As we turn the pages, we see the 

sisters travel through a dream together and find comfort 

and company as more and more kids join them in a 

shared, joyful dream. 

The aim of the book is simply to reassure. I wanted the 

reader to feel soothed and safe, and all aspects of the 

book were guided by this – from the colours, textures, 

and the steadiness of the rhyme, to the inclusion of 

musical notation on the last spread, which allows the rhyme to be sung as a lullaby. 

About me: I’m a Danish-born illustrator, author, and visual artist, and I live in 

Sydney’s Inner West with my husband, two daughters, and a dog. I usually draw big 

charcoal drawings, but I’ve also published a few picture books in Danish and written 

about the phenomenology of drawing. I work from my studio at home and love 

stillness, music and making. A Feather on a Wing is my first book in English – Maria  

 Most people know when to say please and thank you. But what do you do when situations 
are awkward or embarrassing or really difficult? Sometimes being honest and just saying 
anything, whether it is perfect or not, lets people know you care about how they are 

feeling and would like to help. 
 

(LOTHIAN/HACHETTE) 

  

https://www.hilaryjeantapper.com/ 
When I first read Davina’s words for 
this book, I felt most poignantly the moment in which these 
words were occurring – the slight pause, a moment of awkward 
silence, perhaps even speechlessness, before the words which 
you see on the page stumble or slip out. 

https://www.hilaryjeantapper.com/
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 These vulnerable, gentle, awkward moments of this book were a delight to illustrate. 
I could feel each and every scene, and especially, the connection of eyes, a hand 
reaching out, a heartfelt moment of respect and risk. 
 It takes courage to speak when we don’t quite know what to say, and to risk saying 
the wrong thing. What matters is the heartfelt intention for connection and 
relationship above all else.  
My illustrations were inspired by these vital and sensitive moments, using loose 
pencil, ink and watercolour. The moments of each page interweave as a sub narrative 
in the background, connecting each moment to the other, each person to the other, 
representing that we are all in this together. - Hilary 
 

http://www.davinabell.com/qchwjvt5aw7i997rp1jgtzpm3ma9dy 

- What to Say When You Don’t Know What To Say is a 

picture book for very little children – 2, 3, 4 years old – that 
attempts to provide reassurance and guidance for the tricky 
situations they might find themselves in.  
Each of Hilary’s exquisite illustrations is accompanied by a simple 

line or two of text that the child reader might draw upon when out in the world. 
Starting something new, feeling crowded out, confronting big emotions, like grief, for 
the first time – these are the kinds of themes that the book explores, which sound 
heavy in theory, but with Hilary’s light touch, they are rendered warm, accessible and 
relatable.  
The book (as with all my picture books!) speaks to myself as an anxious child who was 
often rendered mute and teary by situations that I felt ill equipped to handle, but it 
also to my adult self. 
After the Melbourne lockdowns of 2020/21, it felt strange and stilted to be in the 
world among people again, trying to reconnect. I think that atmosphere permeated 
my manuscript, and there are so many lines in the book (‘I wish you were here. I wish I 
was there.’ ‘I don’t know how to do this.’) that speak to that unique time in history 
while also, hopefully, capturing a universal experience. 
 I hope children and families find comfort and joy in sharing What to Say When You 
Don’t Know What to Say, and that it leads to conversations that help children feel 
more at ease in their skins, lives, schools, and homes.- Davina  
 

 

YOUR KIND OF KINDNESS  

RUOK? 

SURPRISE YOUR SELF 

 YES, YOU CAN! 

 

http://www.davinabell.com/qchwjvt5aw7i997rp1jgtzpm3ma9dy
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with thanks to Lisa Fahy, Principal,  

and the Reading Team from  
 

 
 
 
 

WHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT READING? 
 

WHY ARE YOU A "READER"? 
 

WHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT PICTURE BOOKS? 
 

WHAT MAKES A "GOOD" BOOK?  
 

I love reading especially when I ‘m reading a mystery novel, and I try to guess who did it before I find 

out. I also like books that show things from two or three people’s point of view. 

 I read because it gives me inspirations and things to think about and puzzle over. 

 MICHAELA (12) Wyrallah PS   

 

Reading helps you learn new words. And books can be funny or interesting. 

I am a reader because I like reading.  

Pictures in books help explain the story.   

Good pictures and interesting words make a good story. 

PENNY - Wyrallah PS  
 

Curiosity and imagination. 

Learning words and getting knowledge. 

Funny and cool pictures. Curious words and it’s interesting. 

WILLIAM (8) - Wyrallah PS 
 

Makes you calm when you are angry.  

I don’t know why I like reading.  

They give experiences of imagining the good pictures.  

AMELIA (9) - Wyrallah PS  
      
I love reading. It makes me feel like I’m in a different world. 

 I love it because we can just sit down, relax and  

just read for the whole day!  

I read to get over the stress of different problems. 

I love my alone time to just read.  

What makes a good book is descriptive images made by the words. I love how 

you image it rather than seeing it.  

SOPHIE - Wyrallah PS   
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We’re half-way through a year full of weather events, Bits of Book Week 

ideas (lots of those), CBCA Notables and Short List input and a busy, 

sometimes puzzling world. 

Winter is the perfect time to catch up on free reading and to touch base 

with STACKS of new books that have emerged.  

  
 (Walker Books Australia) 

by
https://www.saraacton.org/ 

 

It was a chilly day in winter when I drew the first sketch 

of Jack in his big, baggy jumper and it felt somehow cosy 

to paint warm woolly knitting! I loved the idea of the 

jumper being so big that it is hard to tell which is Jack 

and which is jumper!  

Jack’s jumper is a constant source of adventure, and I 

enjoyed imagining all the things it might be useful for. From hiding magic tricks up the extra-long 

sleeves to being transformed into a den or even for dressing up as a woolly elephant! Who knows 

what could be hiding inside?  

There is something cozy and reassuring about disappearing up to your nose in an oversized jumper 

in winter. A jumper can be a big woolly hug and comforting in times when we can’t hug each other 

in person, especially if it has a special connection with someone we love. Jack’s jumper is special 

because it used to belong to his older brother. When Jack’s brother is away from home Jack’s 

jumper is a reminder of him and makes him feel close.  

Jack and his brother enjoy doing many activities together in the book from making pancakes to 

walking on stilts!- 

What are your favourite things to do with siblings or friends? Make your 

own sensory jumper https://www.saraacton.org/activities.html   

What does it look like, smell like, feel like? - SA 

[initial concept sketch] 

 

https://www.saraacton.org/
https://www.saraacton.org/activities.html
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(a verse novel from UQP)

by [a well, a bell, Apel- poet and author] 

https://www.uqp.com.au/authors/kathryn-apel  

with
   Dad always said, “It’s just you and me, Lucy.” With Mum gone, they 

kept moving, always together but keeping apart from others, never quite 

finding the right place to settle.  

With Snail as the first pet and really the only friend Lucy had, things were 

always lonely. Was this place different? With Miss Darling as the teacher 

and life in Mei-hui’s caravan park, it almost felt like home. But then 

something happened to Dad. Could this really be the one place that they 

could call “home?” - JH  

 

(Harper Collins)

by
https://sarahayoub.com/ 

How could Janet decide, out of the blue, that after a trip back “home” 

to Lebanon, she would rather get married instead of living the dream of 

travelling the world with Natalie, her best friend?   

There was no way that something ridiculous like love was going to ruin 

the dream of travelling the world that Nat and Janet had had throughout 

all of high school. Or was there? - JH  

 
 

(Loose Parts Press) https://looseparts.com.au/ 

 by 

Little Ellie wishes she could go on big flying adventures like Snowy, the sulphur-crested cockatoo. Is 
there a way to be brave... even when you feel too small? 

I just love birds! I started truly appreciating them in lockdown when I started photographing them 
from my balcony. I especially love cockatoos. They seem to be the epitome of the best Australian 

characteristic, cheeky, curious and loud! So the ideal bird 
for this story. I think there are different kinds of bravery 
and much of it can be small and ordinary like the 
bravery in this story. Being brave and curious about the 
world is something I think it’s incredibly important to 
impart to kids. Whatever form that bravery takes.  
 
I was surprised to find Snowy was magical although on 
the other hand it fits with cockatoos cheeky bravo - that 
they would be hiding secret magical powers. - KR 

https://www.uqp.com.au/authors/kathryn-apel
https://sarahayoub.com/
https://looseparts.com.au/
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(Hachette) 

by https://katherinebattersby.com/ 

 Cranky is one hungry, hangry angry chicken. Like, even more than usual.  

Super Speedie worm is a bit nervous, because chickens tend to eat 

worms. Oh wait, Cranky is a vegetarian. But none of the food looks 

great…except maybe, some birthday cake. An unsurprise party could be 

okay if the chicken dance was real. And maybe, they could sit around 

“pondering black holes and feeling not so small in a big world.” Who 

knows, maybe they could even dream of being horses, dressed like 

chickens or go to the beach.  Or not…  -  JH  

 (Angus & Robertson/Harper Collins)  

by https://www.victoriacarless.com/ 

Would Mum’s ghosts continue to haunt the family as, once again,they 

drove forever into the night and left yet another bad relationship? Could 

they really make a new life running the old drive-in theatre and finding the 

right movies to play for the town folks so they wouldn’t question the 

family about their strange and haunted pas? Gus wasn’t sure if this new 

locatione would add friendships, problems or more ghosts to their new 

life. And then her sister, Alice, seemed to disappear just before the comet 

was due to past overhead. -JH   

(ABC - Harper Collins) 

by [photo Vicki Skarritt]

http://ursuladubosarsky.squarespace.com/ 

 

https://www.andrewjoyner.com.au/  

 

Happy Mary is the happy panda who has the answer to 

everything. Seriously, what kind of word would solve a problem 

like too much dancing.  Maybe her snaky friend Marcus would know.  

But Marcus can’t dance – because snakes don’t have legs. And can Mary dig her way out of the hole 

in the ground that Marcus made? Two very different friends who don’t always share a love of 

singing, dancing, or ukuleles may find the answers as their story grows and grows. OINK! - JH 

https://katherinebattersby.com/
https://www.victoriacarless.com/
http://ursuladubosarsky.squarespace.com/
https://www.andrewjoyner.com.au/
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(Brolga Publishing) 

https://www.diannellisbooks.com/index.html 

Dabbleduck is an Australian wood duck who loves to dabble. Her river friends 

Frog, Fish, Eel, Yabby and Platypus all know this about 

her. However, when Frog becomes trapped because of 

rubbish left in the river, it is her dabbling that saves the 

day. 

This book teaches us about friendships, respecting                 

differences and how, when we all work together, we can   

change the world. - DE 

(UQP)  

by https://kategordon.com.au/ 

If you have been wondering what happened to Wonder Quinn AND to Melodie 

Rose, your curiosity may lead you to The Calling of Jackdaw Hollow.  

Why Jackdaw had survived the lightning strike that killed his beloved parents, 

was something he never quite understood.  But he survived and was taken in 

by the headmistress of Direleaf Hall, who was convinced that he survived for a 

reason – to be right here and to become whatever he was to become.  

His quest to discover his personal journey was lonely, until Florence, Lucy and 

Nell joined his life. Were ghosts really sent to shape his life?  

And even Angeline, who seemed real and could possibly be a friend, didn’t want to be taken care of 

or behave like a friend.  If she ran away to join the circus in a search for the story of her past, would 

she really be free and discover her own journey?  And where would Jackdaw find a sense of 

belonging then?  - JH 

 

(Olympia Publishers)  

by www.monicalizama.net 
 Oscar Wild, the cat is an ordinary Australian cat who lives in an ordinary 

Australian family’s house along with four other pets. Oscar seems a great little 

character - unless you are one of his housemates! 

Every. Single. Day. Oscar Wild, the cat, sniffs his food dish and finds it full 

of delicious food. 

"YUM!" His tongue dribbles. "YUM!" 
 One morning, his dish is empty. Oscar Wild finds ONLY biscuit crumbs in 
his dish. 
DRAMA –  

"There is a food thief in this house" he roars. 
He immediately suspects one of his four housemates. 
"WHO DID IT?" - ML 

https://www.diannellisbooks.com/index.html
https://kategordon.com.au/
http://www.monicalizama.net/
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(Walker Books)

 

by www.clairesaxby.com

 Illustrator 
www.mhdesign.com.au   instagram @mhdesignillustration 

 
 

 -Tasmanian Devil tells the story of two young devil imps as they 

grow and begin to explore their world. It is set in scrubland close to the 
sea in northern Tasmania. 
I think Tasmanian devils are amazing! The more I learned about them, the more 
I wanted to know. They are often thought of as being fierce and aggressive, but 
much of that reputation is undeserved. Yes, they are noisy. Yes, they sometimes 
hunt, although they prefer food they don’t have to chase. They are very curious. 
I was surprised to learn that they are good climbers, particularly when they are 
young. They have communal latrines that work almost like noticeboards to 
communicate with other devils, even though they spend much of their life 
alone. -CS 

 

 -It was such an honour to illustrate Claire’s story because I LOVE the 

Walker Nature Storybooks series and I am particularly fond of illustrating 
Australian Animals.  
I wanted to give the sense that this story could be set now or many decades 
ago and give a real sense of the devils living in an untouched, natural 
environment. I think Tasmanian devils often get a bad wrap so I tried to show 
them as they really are which is quite shy and solitary animals.  
While researching Tasmanian devils I learnt that they have the strongest bite 

out of all the living animals and can open their jaws up to 80 degrees wide! - MH 

(Harper Collins) 

by https://www.mattstanton.net/ 

 

Have you ever been so bored that you followed an ant in case it would 

be your friend? And then, like Milo, you found some money – is it really 

finders-keepers? Well, the ant didn’t lose the money.  

 

The new kid on the block, who says his real name is Frog, has a way of 

proving that, even though everyone has a story about the lost money, 

none of them are true. Even Rocco can’t lie his way into claiming it. Is 

anyone in the cul-de-sac a friend or do the money stories just complicate 

everything? 

A new series from Matt Stanton, about the disasters of being a kid, and the surprising things that 

ants just might get up to. You won’t be bored! - JH 

http://www.clairesaxby.com/
http://www.mhdesign.com.au/
https://www.mattstanton.net/
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(Little Pink Dog Books) 

by
https://paulastevensonwriter.com.au/  

and

Tilly and her best mate, Buster, an old farm dog, love to explore 

the farm, chasing kangaroos, spotting flocks of noisy 

cockatoos and creating their own adventures. 

But as darkness begins to settle in, Tilly realises she is far from 

home and that they are lost. Buster keeps them safe 

throughout the night until the searchers find them in the 

morning. 

I based Buster on our old farm dog, a loyal kelpie who loved to sit up in the front of the ute and survey 

his domain as he became too old to muster. 

Jenny Hale, the illustrator, has captured the Australian landscape with great authenticity and the boys 

who read the book, just love the old rusty ute in the paddock. Jenny used her artistic license and made 

Buster a border collie, not a kelpie but his long coat was very appropriate as he snuggled into Tilly 

during the long night. 

Our book was launched at my local book shop, Huntabook, in Scone. Jenny was able to share in the 

excitement and I was able to wear my dog themed jacket which had been waiting for that special 

moment! - PS 

 

(Harper & Collins)

by https://www.kiahthomas.com/ 

The “callers” are crucial to life in Elipsom. When the citizens want 

something, the callers are able to create” something from nothing” and 

make the objects simply appear.  Although Quin’s family has a long 

tradition of being “callers”, his mother as head of the council, hides the 

fact that he cannot do the “calling.” When he discovers a whole new 

world whose supplies are being stolen to provide for the wants of 

Elipsom, he is pushed to decide whether to “live the lie” with his family 

or find a way he can to help the new world. It is as if the two worlds are 

“calling” for him, but he can only exist in one of the worlds. And what is 

it about the power of THE Vine that reacts so strongly to Quin? We can 

only hope that the series continues - SOON! - JH 

 

 

 

 

https://paulastevensonwriter.com.au/
https://www.kiahthomas.com/
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Write a Book in a Day is a fun challenge that sees budding writers and illustrators  
in years 4- 12 create a book in just one day! Teams of students share in  
producing aspects of the story – writing, illustrating, editing, compiling, 
 and managing the technology. 
 
 Perfect for helping unlock creativity, the competition encourages participants 
 to think outside the box, collaborate, and enjoy themselves. 
 
The sponsorship money you fundraise goes to research to help find kinder, more 
effective treatments and ultimately a cure for childhood cancer. 
 
Want to help us with the next chapter? 
Students can be involved by checking with your teachers to create a team to write your 
book.  

An incredible group of teachers and other book lovers 
volunteer to help us by reading and grading the thousands 
of entries we receive each year. If you have a keen interest 
in reading and English language, please email 
julia@tkcp.org.au to join our group of wonderful readers! 
 
Our 2022 competition has started. There is still time for 
schools to register your teams at Writeabookinaday.com  

 
 
  
 
 

YOUR KIND OF KINDNESS  

SIMPLY THE BEST! - 

 

HOW CAN I HELP?  

 

mailto:julia@tkcp.org.au
https://writeabookinaday.com/
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are held across 

Australia in the first week of July each year (Sunday to 
Sunday), to celebrate and recognise the history, culture and 
achievements of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
peoples. 
 
 NAIDOC Week is an opportunity for all Australians to learn 
about First Nations cultures and histories and participate in 
celebrations of the oldest, continuous living cultures on earth. 
https://www.naidoc.org.au/about/naidoc-week 
 

The National NAIDOC Theme for 2022 is 

Ryhia Dank, a young Gudanji/Wakaja artist from the Northern Territory is  
the winner of the prestigious National NAIDOC poster competition for 2022  
with her entry, Stronger. 

 
I created this piece after reading this year’s National NAIDOC Week 
theme – Get Up! Stand Up! Show Up! I knew straight away I wanted to 
do a graphic piece centred around our flags with text highlighting what 
we have been through and are still fighting for” said Ryhia. “I feel that 
this piece being black and white allows us to focus on the details and 
messages in the artwork. 

 

Meet Ryhia and learn more about her storywork by watching this video:  
 https://www.naidoc.org.au/news/ryhia-dank-wins-2022-national-naidoc-week-poster-competition 

 

 

   

 

 

 

           

      

 
 

Download the posters in sizes to colour in. 
https://www.naidoc.org.au/resources/educational 

https://www.naidoc.org.au/about/naidoc-week
https://www.naidoc.org.au/awards/current-theme
https://www.naidoc.org.au/awards/current-theme
https://nardurna.com/
https://www.naidoc.org.au/news/ryhia-dank-wins-2022-national-naidoc-week-poster-competition
https://www.naidoc.org.au/resources/educational
https://www.sbs.com.au/learn/resources/celebrate-naidoc-get-up-stand-up-show-up
https://www.naidoc.org.au/sites/default/files/files/naidoc-week-2022-colouring-page.pdf
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Ash Barty AO was born in Ipswich, Queensland. Through her great-
grandmother, Ash is a member of the Ngarigo people, the Aboriginal 
people of southern New South Wales and north-eastern Victoria. 

Now retired from professional tennis, Ash was not yet five when she 
met junior tennis coach Jim Joyce, who saw great potential in her when 
she hit the first ball he threw right back. 

She was the second Australian tennis player to be ranked No. 1 in the world in singles by the 
Women's Tennis Association (WTA) after fellow Indigenous Australian Evonne Goolagong Cawley 
AC. She was also a top-10 player in doubles, having achieved a career-high ranking of No. 5 in the 
world. Ash is a three-time Grand Slam singles champion, the reigning champion at Wimbledon and 
the Australian Open, and also a Grand Slam doubles champion. 

In 2018, Ash was named National Indigenous Tennis Ambassador by Tennis Australia to encourage 
more Indigenous youth to get active, and to provide opportunities for them to explore their passion 
and grow their love for the sport. https://www.naidoc.org.au/awards/winner-profiles 

(Illustrator) present the series 

(Harper& Collins) – a new series for younger readers about 

school, sport, friendship, and family – all things that Ash 

BARTY shares and cares about. 

     Supporting kids’ education is something I’m passionate 

about and if I can help encourage new readers that will make 

me very happy.    – Ash Barty 

https://www.harpercollins.com.au/search-results/?keyword=Little+Ash 

   

Special THANKS to all our contributors. This issue of KC was compiled by Jackie Hawkes, with the 

help of LOTS of people who love to read, write, and think. If you have ideas to share for KIDS’ 

CORNER, please contact Jackie.hawkes7@gmail.com 

And coming soon – Aussie Characters for CBCA Book Week. Please share through KC 

reminders of who some of your favourite characters are. And let us know about your 

plans and displays for CBCA Book Week 2022 happenings 

Happy reading always! Cheers- Morrie and Jackie and lots of others. 

 

 

https://www.naidoc.org.au/awards/winner-profiles
https://www.harpercollins.com.au/search-results/?keyword=Little+Ash
mailto:Jackie.hawkes7@gmail.com

